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The SINOFIN Capstone is a multidisciplinary education co-operation project between selected eBEREA member universities. The project has four aims: Joint curriculum development. We aim at identifying new contents for a capstone course. The capstone refers to a course, which integrates the major aspects of the academic discipline. The envisioned course is about teaching undergraduate students in IS and SE discipline competences in service design, entrepreneurship, business models, internationalization and innovation around digital services.
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Developing a modern capstone course. The new capstone may contain, for instance, steps for generating new ideas of digital services, validating those ideas with potential users or customers and creating functional prototype of the digital service. Promote cross-border entrepreneurship. The capstone course shall focus on generating ideas of digital services and validating them in both European and Chinese setting. This undertaking may result in launching the digital services and associated business ventures in both European and Chinese markets.